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Abstract 

This paper will discuss improvements to an existing, qualified, flight heritage launch restraint and release 
mechanism. The changes made to the design are the result of customer feedback, test failures, and 
optimization of performance margins. Specific test failures and their resolutions will be discussed. Impacts 
to field units, process controls, product heritage, and qualification status will be summarized. Conclusions 
and lessons learned will include aspects of what “qualified product” means and insights around what is 
required to improve a product based on lessons learned through production and customer use. 

Introduction 

A Launch restrainthelease device must meet a demanding set of requirements to be reliable and robust. 
Most importantly, the device must never release prior to command (during ground handling, 
transportation, launch, etc.) and must always release when properly commanded. A combination of 
redundancy and robust design features are typically used in pursuit of meeting these demanding 
requirements. The QWKNUT has been designed with these goals in mind, and has been shown through 
qualification and flight use to meet these requirements. 

Figure 1. Gen 1 QWKNUT Mechanism 

Product Description 

The QWKNUT is a device which utilizes a segmented nut to maintain and release an axial preload. The 
device accepts a standard, hardened, %-28 bolt to carry the nominal 13345-N (3000-lbf) load. Preload is 
released when the four nut segments are opened by activating the mechanism. Release of the device is 
initiated by a redundant pair of shape-memory alloy (SMA) wires within the QWKNUT, which are linked 
directly to the latch. The QWKNUT requires an electrical pulse (3-5 Amps, -10-75 msec) similar to that 
used for pyrotechnic release devices. The pulse causes resistive heating of the SMA wire above its 
transition temperature, resulting in a strain of the wire and release of the latch. 

Functionally, the mechanism can be separated into two parts: the preload-bearing part, and the latch- 
release part. The preload-bearing part consists of four nut segments (Figure 3). Axial load from the bolt 
exerts a radial load on these nut segments, which are retained radially by a set of rollers and a bearing 
outer race. This outer race has slots which correspond to each roller, such that rotation of the race allows 
the rollers to drop into these slots, allowing the nut segments to open and release the bolt. The outer race 
is preloaded with redundant coil springs acting to rotate the race and release the device. 
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The outer race is prevented from turning by two latch pawls (called “toggles”) that engage the OD of the 
race. The latch-release paH of the mechanism consists of a lever-arm which reacts the radial load from 
the toggles, and retains them in the outer race (Figure 2). Nominally, the lever arm is held against a stop 
feature, in the latched position, by a retention spring. The lever arm is acted on directly by the SMA wire, 
which upon activation rotates the lever arm and frees the toggles, causing release of the mechanism. 
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Figure 2. Latch-Release Section Detail 
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Figure 3. Preload-Bearing Section Detail 

A key feature of the QWKNUT is that it is fully resettable. The reset procedure entails using a small tool to 
rotate the outer race back towards its latched position. The reset process is the exact reverse of the 
release sequence. Once the outer race is rotated, the rollers move radially inward closing the nut 
segments. The toggles then re-engage the outer race, and the lever arm, which is spring loaded, moves 
over both toggles to latch the mechanism. The straightforward reset process and multiple use capability is 
an attractive feature in a release device, allowing a “test as you fly” approach to ground verification. For 
additional ease of ground use, the original version of the QWKNUT contains cutoff switches, which 
discontinue power to the SMA circuits once release occurs. The switches are not rated for Flight use, and 
additional lead wires are included which bypass the cutoff switches for Flight. 
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History of Product 

The product was developed and fully qualified in 1999 with two test units. The initial production run of 4 
units was delivered, and successfully flown, with the FalconSatl program. Following the initial run, 
roughly six production runs were completed for various programs, totaling roughly 50 units. During this 
time, we became aware of improvement opportunities as we worked to support customers with specific 
flight applications. These were primarily usability issues related to damage during handling and operation, 
and included: 

0 Cutoff switch arm breakage 
0 Reset difficulty 
0 

0 

0 Strain relief of lead-wires 

SMA wires burned by excess pulse energy 
Mechanism damage due to bolt over-engagement 

Some of these issues were addressed with engineering changes during these first 6 production runs. In 
2004, engineering proposed more extensive design changes and an internal research and development 
effort was initiated. Production of the original design (Gen 1) was to continue until the new design(s) (Gen 
2 and 3) and the delta-qualification program was completed. There were two versions of the new design 
to be qualified to suit different programmatic needs. The Gen 2 design did not include an in-line current 
shut-off feature. The Gen 3 design included a redundant, in-line current shut-off rated for Flight use as 
well as ground operation. While the above designs were being developed, the final planned production lot 
of the Gen 1 design was in process (circa May 2004). During this time, we encountered a failure in 
vibration testing of several Gen 1 Engineering units at levels well below qualification. 

Test Failures 

Four significant test failures have occurred during the product life to date. These failures occurred 
sequentially and were linked together as the process of investigation and resolution were carried out for 
each. As each of the failures was investigated, our understanding of the mechanism increased. In some 
cases, the failures required an exhaustive process of properly addressing any and all affected hardware 
in the field. As painful as it was, the investigation process created invaluable opportunities to roll 
improvements into the Gen 2 and 3 designs, requiting in an extremely robust final product. 

Starsys’ FRB (Failure Review Board) process involves a systematic approach to failure resolution, 
utilizing tools such as failure trees, fishbone diagrams, and detailed tracking of closure actions. Regular 
reporting of progress and senior technical oversight continue until root cause and corrective action plans 
are determined, and the investigation is closed. From June of 2004 until November of 2005, the 
QWKNUT was under nearly continuous FRB activity for each of the failures described. These failures are 
an example of how a qualified design can fail, and evolve, over the product life-cycle. 

Engineering Unit Vibration Failures 

In June of 2004, an Engineering Unit QWKNUT (Gen 1) undergoing development vibration testing 
released the nominal 13345-N (3000-lbf) preload under the relatively low ievel of 12 Grms compared to 
the 35 Grms qualification level. In reviewing the test setup, there were a number of potential causes 
including cross-axis noise on the vibration table, and a non-standard, massive bolt interface. However, 
two more EDU units at Starsys Research were vibration tested and also showed an intermittent release of 
preload at levels below the 35 Grms qualification. We initiated an FRB action to investigate the anomaly. 
With roughly 38 Gen 1 flight units delivered to customers and staged for flight use, there was concern 
regarding the scope of the anomaly and status of units in the field. 

The engineering team generated a complete failure tree. As potential causes were eliminated, the failure 
tree pointed to the latch release portion of the mechanism. High-speed video of the failure event showed 
the lever arm moving slightly during vibration with respect to the toggles, and then moving suddenly, and 
fully, in the direction of release. A cause for this behavior could not be found initially. Physical and 
dimensional inspection of the parts did not reveal any clear discrepancies. The engineering analysis 
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showed relatively low inertial forces on the lever, which could not overcome the lever retention spring and 
drive the lever in the direction of release. 

Tests were developed to assess latch performance. The lever retention spring force was measured, and 
also the net force required to release the lever arm from the toggles (force-to-release, or FTR). The 
results of the testing were that some units showed low lever spring force (up to 50% below nominal), and 
this was strongly correlated to vibration failure at 35 Grms. All units which failed in vibration showed 
spring force below nominal values. The low spring force was traced to yielding of the spring caused by 
installation damage, as well as overstress during manual releases. Though low spring retention force was 
strongly correlated to vibration failure, it did not explain the physical cause of the lever motion under 
vibration. 

The true root cause was elusive. Driven in part by the need to resume production, the vibration 
performance was initially addressed by increasing latch retention spring force. This was accomplished 
with the addition of a second retention spring. The dual-spring design provided strong margin for load- 
holding under vibration, and was not vulnerable to handling damage. Validation testing of the proposed 
change supported the assertion that release margins and vibration margins were better balanced with the 
second spring, and that cycle life was not impacted. A formal Delta-Qualification test program of the new 
configuration was planned in parallel with production. The latch performance tests were also added to the 
production process as additional screens. However, when production resumed, the in-process testing 
showed inconsistent results for FTR screening. There was variability within a single mechanism that could 
not be explained. Production was stopped, and the investigation resumed with the focus on the dry-film 
lubrication layer at the latch interface. The lubrication was to be removed from the lever of a production 
unit to determine the source of the inconsistent FTR measurements. 
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Figure 4. Latch-Toggle Section Detail 

Failure Mechanism 
The physical cause of the failure was discovered when lubrication was removed from the critical latch 
surface on the lever. The shape of the surface did not meet the intent of the design. The curved surfaces 
contained “flat” areas approximately 0.76 mm (0.030 in) in width, at each end (Figure 5). These flats were 
not easily seen with the dry-film lubrication present. The presence of the flats immediately explained the 
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intermittent vibration behavior and the variability in release force measurements. If the toggle is on the 
“flat” area of the lever, a tangential driving force results and leads to release of the device. If a toggle is 
located on the curved surface of the lever, no driving force is present and no release occurs (Figure 4). 
The width of the flats corresponds closely to the nominal location of toggle contact when the device is 
latched. In this case, small variations in toggle position on the critical surface caused the variability in 
latch performance. The physical cause was confirmed when the discrepant lever arm in the failed unit 
was replaced with a conforming part from another lot, and the unit passed 3 repetitions of vibration 
exposure (35 Grms, 3 minutes). 

Root Cause 
The root cause of the failure was found to be inadequate form control of the critical latch surface. Though 
the latch surface was depicted on the drawing with a continuous curvature, the dimensional controls were 
not adequate to ensure this. A total of 5 production lots of lever arms were received. The first 4 production 
lots of parts met the design intent. The 51h lot was procured from a new supplier who used a different 
machining process, which did not produce the intended surface at the critical latch point. The inspection 
process did not detect the different geometry since the drawing did not specifically control the feature 
shape. The inadequate drawing controls, combined with variation in manufacturing process (change of 
vendor, machine, or even machinist) created the opportunity for the discrepancy. Fortunately, the 
discrepant lot of levers was confined to the current production run, and no field units were affected. 
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Figure 5. Lever Surface Discrepancy 

Corrective Actions 
The corrective actions for the vibration anomaly included adding proper engineering controls to the critical 
lever surface to ensure design intent is met. The curved surface is now tightly controlled on the drawing 
using runout and true position callouts. 100% inspection of this surface is required per an inspection 
process defined on the drawing, followed by engineering review before parts are certified and released. 
Process controls were also added at the assembly level to verify proper latch performance. These include 
measurement of retention spring force and force required to release the latch and defined pass/fail criteria 
(Figure 6). The latch release point is also screened against pass/fail criteria. The dual-spring design 
change was implemented (and delta-qualification tested) to improve margins for vibration performance, 
and prevent handling damage. Finally, acceptance level vibration testing under nominal preload is 
performed on all units. 

Once the lever surface was restored to the intended geometry, the device has proven to be extremely 
robust with respect to vibration exposure. Delta qualification tests were performed at greater than 42 
Grms with the lever arms intentionally shimmed 0.508 mm (0.020 in.) in the direction of release (to 
approximately 70% of the release point) and all units passed the test. 
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Figure 6. QWKNUT Latch In-Process Test Fixture 

Discussion and Lessons Learned 
The vibration anomaly is an example of how insufficient controls on critical features will, in time, cause a 
failure. The first four production lots were not discrepant, and there was no indication of a shortcoming in 
the design -- the problem was simply dormant. Design intent must be clearly communicated in 
engineering drawings. This requires a thorough understanding of which features are critical to 
performance. If adequate engineering controls are not in place, the discrepancy will eventually emerge 
with enough repetition (or opportunity). Parts from different lots may both meet the same drawing 
requirements but perform differently in a mechanism. Proper identification and inspection of critical 
features is essential, and in-process screening at the assembly level provides redundancy in detection of 
variation. 

Failures are sometimes created as a result of two or more prevailing conditions. Care must be taken to 
ensure root cause and all contributing causes are identified before the investigation process is concluded. 
Low spring force was initially thought to be the cause because with a certain minimum spring force, even 
the discrepant lever geometry could not cause a vibration failure. Increasing spring force did resolve 
vibration release, but did not create consistent latch performance. Proper performance under vibration 
loads is now ensured by a combination of geometric drawing controls, a rigorous inspection plan, 
assembly level screening tests, and finally ATP. These added controls, and a deeper understanding of 
the design, were some benefits of the investigation process. 

Failure to Release during ATP 

Following the resolution of the vibration anomaly, production of the QWKNUT resumed with the vibration 
corrective actions fully implemented. The "Gen 1 A QWKNUT configuration now contained dual-springs 
for lever retention, and flight units were assembled in parallel with Delta-qualification activity. During 
acceptance testing, a flight QWKNUT failed to release preload during an ambient functional test. The unit 
operated nominally using the primary SMA circuit, but did not release when the secondary SMA wire 
circuit was activated. The testing was stopped and the FRB team was again convened. 

Physical observation of the failed unit helped guide us quickly to the physical cause. The lever on the 
activated side of the mechanism had disengaged properly from its toggle, but on the opposite side, the 
lever was still engaged with its toggle (Figure 7). This prevented the outer race from rotating and 
releasing the mechanism. The lever arm appeared to be tilted at an unusual angle, and one end was in 
contact with the underside of the cover, which is directly above the lever. The mechanism was in a 
partially released condition. In this condition, the mechanism could be released with further travel of the 
lever arm. Minimal added force was required, on either side of the lever, to pull the lever free from the 
engaged toggle. When the partially released mechanism was activated with the opposite (redundant) 
SMA wire circuit, it released full preload. This distinguishes the condition from a "jam" in which increased 
force is encountered with mechanism movement. What we observed was a stable lever position at a point 
in the travel which should have resulted in complete mechanism release. 
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Figure 7. QWKNUT in Partially Released State 

Failure Mechanism 
The tilted lever arm in the failed unit had been stroked about 1.78 mm (0.070 in) from its stop. Previous 
testing had shown that only 1.02 mm (0.040 in) of lever travel will release the mechanism. It was 
determined that the addition of the second spring changed the force balance on the lever arm during 
actuation. The result was the observed tilting motion of the lever during release, which extended the 
nominal latch release point from 1.02 mm (0.040 in) to over 1.78 mm (0.070 in). Figure 8 shows how 
forces acting on the lever, including the added spring force, contribute to the anomalous tilting motion. 
The extended release point is only part of the failure mechanism. 

The SMA wire stroke expected from analysis and early development tests was 2.29 mm (0.090 in). It was 
unclear why the unit had not released even with the extended release point. This led us to measure 
actual SMA wire strokes for the entire lot using high-speed video. Measurement of the 7 units in the failed 
lot showed a mean stroke of 1.85 mm (0.073 in) and a variation of k0.305 mm (0.01 2 in), well below the 
expected 2.29 mm (0.090 in). The unit which failed had the lowest recorded stroke in the lot (1.55 mm, or 
0.061 in). If the failed unit had the expected SMA stroke it would have released, but the stroke was not 
available. The extended release point in combination with reduced SMA wire stroke produced the failure. 
Both are required for a partial release to occur. This failure is essentially one of low performance margins. 
The stroke margin on the failed unit was less than zero. 

In addition, the partial release behavior was only displayed when the mechanism was under preload. 
However, the process screenings were all performed with no applied preload, and the anomaly was not 
detected until test. All units in the failed lot displayed the partial release behavior during screening once 
preload was applied. In addition, the forces required to release the latch increased significantly with the 
presence of preload. A majority of units in the lot showed unacceptably low actuation force margin. 

The described anomaly was present only on units with the dual return springs. Single spring units were 
not affected. Fortunately, though we did not have the margins we expected in the dual-spring design, 
acceptable margins were confirmed in the single spring units. This limited the scope of affected units in 
the field. 
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Figure 8. Forces Acting on Lever Arm 

Root Cause 
The change to the dual spring design created an anomalous lever motion during release. The tilting 
motion that was introduced to the lever required significantly more stroke from the SMA wire than the 
single spring design. The motion of the lever arm was not properly constrained in the design, but until the 
second spring was added, there was no impact to performance. The tolerances in the latch assembly 
allowed for the anomalous tilting motion, and this was a root cause of the failure. 

The other root cause was variability in the manufacturing process. SMA wire stroke was found to be 
lower, and more variable, than expected by previous test results and analysis. Wire stroke measurement 
was not part of the manufacturing process for the QWKNUT. There was inherent process variability that 
had not been characterized. The wire setting process had also drifted with ongoing production lots and 
different operators since its development. Without in-process measurement of stroke, the drift was not 
detected. 

Finally, a contributing cause was that the in-process latch screening tests were not performed under load. 
An assumption was made that load bearing part of the mechanism performed independently of the latch 
portion, which was not correct. Preloading the mechanism for the screening tests takes more time, and 
adds cycles, but it is necessary. In designing screening tests, care must be taken to ensure the tests 
accurately represent true operating conditions. 

Corrective Actions 
Corrective actions for the Release Anomaly were: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A stabilizing washer was added to control lever arm release motion and eliminate "tilt" and the 
partially released state. 

The SMA wire setting process was improved to increase the mean stroke and reduce variation 
(was reduced by 30%). Actual SMA wire stroke was to be measured on each unit. 

New process controls were added to measure latch release point and SMA wire stroke, and 
determine actual performance margins present in each flight unit. Existing process controls were 
now to be performed with the mechanism under nominal preload, which better reflects true 
operating conditions. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

A process for adjusting stroke margin was developed, consisting of a shimming operation at the 
stop feature for the lever. This allowed us to tune the latch release point to match SMA wire 
stroke capability, so that acceptable stroke margin is achieved. 

Lever retention spring force was tuned to a range, and controlled with a maximum. This ensured 
adequate release force margins. Force margin is verified on each of unit as part of the production 
process. 

All field units with the dual lever return spring were recalled under a Technical Bulletin for 
measurement of stroke and force margins. With some schedule impacts, all units which had been 
built with dual springs were rebuilt and re-tested with the new stabilizing washer, process’ 
controls, and delivered with full margins for Flight use. 

Discussion and Lessons Learned 
The primary challenge of a release device is to maintain high performance margins for both pre-load 
retention and operation. It is interesting that anomalies have been encountered in both these areas, 
sequentially. The vibration anomaly focused attention on the preload retention aspect, and the analysis 
showed that margins would be balanced with the dual spring. With the focus on improving vibration 
performance, we added spring force and disturbed the release performance. Sometimes in an effort to 
resolve one failure mode, we accidentally introduce another one. This is especially true when failure 
investigations are performed under tremendous schedule pressure. In our case, the dual spring solution 
was tested with greater than 400 life cycles prior to implementing the change, but the test unit had 
positive stroke margin. Though the test unit passed, a variation in manufacturing process created a failure 
of the revised design in a subsequent lot. The release anomaly is an example of unintended 
consequences of a simple change, and insufficient controls on critical processes. The change to the 
spring was necessary, and carefully implemented. But even with careful steps taken to validate the 
change, there was an impact to mechanism performance. 

When evaluating a qualified product, the variability of the production environment must be considered. It 
is impractical and expensive to attempt qualification testing with all design tolerances at worst case. 
However, worst case production results should be enveloped by the qualification program. In general, this 
means that a production process control plan should be developed prior to qualification activities. A 
qualified product must be manufactured with stable, controlled processes or future production lots will not 
be similar to the original product. 

Another lesson from this anomaly is that analysis of performance margins should always be verified by 
actual measurement. Force and stroke margins on the QWKNUT were measured during development, 
but not as part of the ongoing production process. The release anomaly led us to verify actual 
performance margins, and ultimately these margin measurements were made a permanent part of the 
production process. Stability of the performance margins over the product’s cycle life has also been 
verified. The overall result is more robust hardware. 

The investigation process was difficult and expensive, and impacted deliveries to several programs. It is 
painful to have to recall flight hardware which has been delivered. However, the process has been 
instrumental to the advancement of the design. We would not have discovered low SMA stroke and 
variable performance margins had we not made the change to the dual spring. All 3 design generations 
have been enhanced by the investigation of this anomaly. 

Once the corrective actions were implemented, we proceeded to qualification of the “Gen 1 B design with 
optimized design and manufacturing process. 

Life-Test Pin Failure 

Delta-Qualification of the Gen 1B design proceeded, using two test units which were rebuilt from the 
failed lot in the release anomaly. The units passed all tests and proceeded into an extended life test, at 
the end of which another failure was encountered. In each unit, one of the two spring posts (“flywheel 
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pins”) on the main drive element broke. The life test is a 200 cycle test, to support a 100 cycle life rating 
for the device. The failure occurred at a thread relief on the pins in both units. The fracture surface 
displayed characteristic signs of a low-cycle fatigue failure. This type of failure had not been seen before 
in previous life tests. 

r 
4 

Figure 9. Flywheel Pins in QWKNUT 

Failure Mechanism 
The flywheel pins in the QWKNUT transmit force from the main drive springs to the outer race (or 
“flywheel”). They also serve to limit travel of the outer race following release,-andare subject to an impact 
load with each cycle (Figure 9). The initial investigation steps were to measure the corner radii and 
estimate the total number of impact cycles seen by the pins. Sample pins taken from the failed lot showed 
that the corner radius at the point of failure was undersized, and measured between 0.000 and 0.051 mm 
(.OOO and .002 in). The pin drawing controlled the corner radius only by block tolerance to a minimum of 
0.076 mm (0.003 in), and the parts were therefore discrepant per the drawing. 

When the number of cycles on the failed units was counted, we found they had over 450 documented 
releases, and an indeterminate number of un-documented manual releases. This inordinately large 
number of cycles was due to all the activities from the previous two investigations. This included in- 
process checks, multiple rebuilds and confidence tests, and finally, the qualification cycles. When number 
of impact cycles and the undersized radius were considered in a fatigue analysis, the failure should have 
been expected. The physical cause of the failure was a classic combination of stress concentration and 
cyclic loading. 

A total of 5 lots of flywheel pins were procured since product inception, and only the most recent lot had a 
corner radius below the block tolerance of .076 mm (.003 in). Analysis showed that yith a radius of > .089 
mm (.0035 in), the mechanisms would have a predicted cycle life of at least 10 , which confined the 
hardware affected by the failure to the current lot. 
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Figure 10. Force Balance on Flywheel Pin 
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Root Cause 
The physical cause of the failure was the discrepant corner radius. The failed lot of pins was machined 
with a sharp corner which violated the block tolerance. However, the discrepancy was not caught at 
inspection since it was only a thread relief subject to block tolerances. Even though the parts were 
discrepant per the drawing, it is clear that the critical radius was not adequately toleranced. Given the 
exposure to cyclic impact loading, a specific radius callout was needed along with inspection 
requirements for the feature. 

A contributing factor to the failure was the high number of cumulative cycles on the test units, without 
which the failure would not have occurred. 

Corrective Actions 
Corrective actions implemented as a result of the failure include addition of a healthy radius (.305-.432 
mm or .012-.017 in) at the thread relief on the pin, and a countersink in the mating part. These were 
flagged as critical inspection features on the drawings. The mechanisms in the failed production lot were 
rebuilt with the improved geometry. Life tests were performed and confirmed essentially infinite fatigue life 
with the revised radius callout. In addition, a cycle log is now maintained during production to monitor all 
mechanical releases of the device, to preserve as-delivered mechanism life. 

Discussion and Lessons Learned 
During a failure investigation, unintended overstress of components can occur even with a careful 
approach. Prior to this failure, we were not concerned about any life-limiting component in the 
mechanism. The need to develop the process controls and characterize the hardware was real and the 
cycles were not believed to be stressful to the units. The mechanisms in this lot were first produced as 
single spring units (Gen l ) ,  then rebuilt as dual-spring units (Gen lA), and rebuilt yet again with the 
stabilizing washer (Gen 1B). If the mechanisms had not been operated and tested so extensively in the 
previous investigations, they would have easily passed the Delta-qualification test. Again, focused on 
failure resolution and developing adequate process controls, we overstressed the hardware and 
introduced another failure mode. 

A more obvious lesson: always ensure a proper corner radius is specifically called out at corners of 
thread reliefs - especially on shoulder bolts subject to cyclic loading. 

The pin failure is an example of a vulnerability in the design which only required repetition (multiple lots) 
to create the conditions for a failure. Even the most careful design reviews will not eliminate all areas of 
vulnerability. In commercial manufacturing, process variation and scrap occur even on the best 
production lines because of recurring opportunity for variations. The same is true in production of 
aerospace hardware. Small lots of space hardware which pass a single qualification program are not 
necessarily without areas of sensitivity in the design. With repetition in procurement and manufacture of 
future lots, the failure modes will be revealed. 

A new failure mode was not a welcome development in our path to complete the last of the Gen 1 
production lots. There was concern for the impact to field units before the full lot history of the pins was 
completed. Fortunately, no delivered units were affected. 

Gen 2 Design and Roller Position 

About the time the pin failure was resolved, the Gen 2 qualification test program was starting. The Gen 2 
design incorporated significant revisions for usability and manufacturability, and was subject to intensive 
review. During qualification level pyroshock testing on the Gen 2 design, 2 test units were exposed to out- 
of spec shock levels, and released preload. Though the over-test condition was a clear physical cause, a 
thorough investigation process revealed an underlying, physical root cause to the preload release. in the 
process of changing a feature for the Gen 2 design, the nominal position of the 8 rollers was inadvertently 
shifted relative to their detent slots in the outer race. 
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-F 
Figure 11. Section View of Rollers (2 of 8 shown) 

Root Cause 
A Slot in the body was enlarged to allow room for a larger diameter flywheel pin. The pin was enlarged to 
allow for threads in the pin, to add a fastener to secure the main drive spring connection. This change 
was made to address usability feedback from customers regarding difficulty with reset. What was not 
considered at the time of the change was that the body slot was a stop feature for the roller cage, which 
locates the rollers relative to flywheel in the latched condition (Figure 11). The result was that the rollers 
were moved closer to detents in latched condition compared to the Gen 1 design. The new position was 
nominally on the radius transition into the detent. This did not adversely affect nominal operation, but 
under pyroshock exposure, especially in an over-test environment, a loss of preload occurred. 

Corrective Actions 
The problem was corrected by relocating the stop feature on the cage, returning the rollers to a nominal 
position. The roller location was revised to be slightly further from the detents than the original position to 
allow for tolerance stack-up and achieve a more balanced roller position. Units which were retested in 
pyroshock with the corrected design did not lose preload. The change was implemented and the 
qualification program was re-started with the corrected cage corrected design. All Gen 2 units were rebuilt 
with the corrected roller location, and the Gen 3 design was similarly revised. 

Discussion and Lessons Learned 
This failure is an example of an unintended consequence of a simple change that was made from Gen 1 
to the Gen 2 designs. The reason for the change was to prevent the difficulty resetting the mechanism 
that can occur when the main drive spring rides up on the pin. The pin was enlarged to allow a fastener to 
retain the spring, and the body feature was revised to accommodate the pin. Revising the body feature 
shifted the roller position and affected mechanism performance. This change, along with other changes 
made between Gen 1 and Gen 2 designs, was heavily reviewed on multiple occasions. Even with 
thorough review, subtle interactions can be missed and changes can have unintended consequences. 

Product Status 

Gen 1 production has been phased out. The Gen 2 and Gen 3 qualification programs are underway and 
contain all cumulative engineering improvements and lessons learned. Tolerances, fits and geometry of 
all parts have been extensively reviewed and optimized for these next generation designs. The programs 
are due for completion in mid-2006. 

At present, there are at least 30 Gen 1 QWKNUTs integrated for pending flight missions. While this 
delivered Gen 1 hardware has met all test requirements and remains extremely flight-worthy, the 
robustness of the product has been greatly enhanced as a result of problems we've addressed. 
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Overall Conclusions and Lessons Learned 

A “qualified product is typically held as proven, stable, and unchanging in a world of carefully assessed 
program risk. Yet, change is necessary over a product’s lifespan as limitations in a design are discovered. 
These limitations range from feedback on usability from customers to full-blown failures. How can this 
contradiction - that change is both inevitable and discouraged - be resolved? A “qualified product should 
not be considered frozen or static in its configuration, since change will be required as production 
continues. The process of engineering changes to qualified hardware must be carefully managed. As 
potential design issues are discovered, a difficult process of assessment of field units, and possible recall, 
may be required. While design changes to established products are essential to improve reliability, 
usability, and robustness, the risks of unintended consequences must be understood and discipline in the 
assessment and incorporation of changes must be maintained. 

Qualified, Flight heritage products are sensitive to a large number of variables. Proper engineering 
controls (print requirements, inspections, screening, etc.) can reduce or detect variability, but not 
eliminate them. Every design has areas of sensitivity waiting to be revealed by real-world variations. Any 
problem which can potentially occur eventually will, given enough time and repetition. This is part of the 
reason for holding ample design margins. However, sometimes these areas of sensitivity are not 
analyzed and escape the design team’s awareness. The pin which failed in life-test had reported 
mechanical margin of >IO. In a low-cycle fatigue environment, this part failed. Expect problems and 
variations in performance, and expect a constant effort to identify and eliminate sources of variation. This 
mindset supports overall product reliability more than a rigid notion that a design is qualified and therefore 
not subject to variation. 

The importance of thorough analysis and review of a design goes without saying. Design intent must be 
clearly communicated in engineering drawings. We must understand all features of the design which 
contribute to performance, not just the critical features, in order to understand the impact of changes. This 
is not as easy as it appears. Discipline in assessment of changes is crucial, since well intentioned, 
seemingly innocuous design changes can have unintended consequences. 

Definition of a qualified product must go beyond passing a single test program: 
Qualification programs are bounded by the realities of cost and schedule, and may be driven 
by an individual risk assessment for a given program. 
Number of qualification units is typically limited. 
Testing is normally confined to one production lot. 
Testing at extremes of piece part tolerances is not feasible. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The point is to understand the limitations of a “qualified” product. In addition to qualification testing the 
product, the process for manufacturing and testing that product must also be qualified. Ask: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

What are the critical design features, and how are they to be controlled and inspected? 
What screening steps and process controls are needed ensure expected performance? 
What are the greatest sources of variability in production and how can they be mitigated? 
Can performance margins be verified in-process, or at least periodically? 

A well developed process control plan is critical to keeping variability in check. Thorough in-process and 
acceptance test programs combined with inspection plans can be effective at detecting process escapes 
and discrepancies. Consider periodic re-qualification activities, such as a first article “qualification” with 
new production lots of critical parts, especially if a new supplier or process was used. 

Flight Heritage is only one factor in assessing reliability of Flight components. Other arguably more 
important criteria are robustness of design, stability of processes, rigor of the test program (acceptance 
and qualification) and demonstration of margins. Do not rely on analysis (or manufacturer claims) alone to 
verify margins. Perform tests, and incorporate tests into the recurring process. Reality frequently has 
more variability than the analysis, and its supporting assumptions, can capture. Though our analysis 
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showed ample stroke margins in the QWKNUT, the variability of the production environment resulted in 
margins well below the analysis. 

When failures do occur, a disciplined approach to investigation is vital to ensure true root cause is 
identified and corrected, and that the approach does not compromise hardware. During a failure 
investigation, multiple tests, combined with non-standard testing to resolve a specific issue, can lead to 
over-stress of other parts in the system. In addressing the vibration failure, we did not expect to trigger 
another failure due to overstress. We can frequently become so consumed with solving one problem that 
we create another problem with the hardware. Continued testing and resolution can sequentially fail one 
part, then the next, and so on. This can be painful process, but ultimately one that makes the hardware 
better. 

Failures present an opportunity to make significant improvements in a product. Close scrutiny of a design 
during failure investigations allows discovery and resolution of issues outside the scope of the failure, 
resulting in a more robust product. The learning that takes place during a failure investigation can far 
surpass the most effective design review process. In the course of our investigations we found ourselves 
saying "we never would have discovered this problem if. .."Specifically, if the discrepant lot of levers had 
not caused a vibration failure, the dual spring design change would not have been made. Performance 
margin variation would not have been detected, and the mature process controls now in place may not 
exist. Though our industry can be intolerant of products with a history of anomalies, the investigation 
process is an effective and perhaps necessary path to a truly robust and reliable product. 
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